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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
BBS students must do an internship in order to graduate from BRAC University. So, I finished 

my internship with Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited, one of Bangladesh's most reputable banks. 

The effectiveness of Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited's investment risk management has been 

highlighted in this report, along with a comparison to three selected conventional banks. The 

entire report has been divided into three chapters for ease of analysis. 

 

The first chapter covered an overview of internships. The internship details, the conclusion of my 

internship, the services I contributed to my company, and how I benefited working as an intern 

are all discussed in this chapter, along with some recommendations for future IBBL internship 

programs. 

 

The second chapter examines IBBL's overview, operations, and strategic audit. The goal, 

technique, scope, and importance of evaluating this chapter were outlined in the first section of 

this chapter. Ratio analysis, secondary data collecting, primary data collection, SWOT analysis, 

and Porter's five forces were all employed to analyze this chapter.  This chapter also recapitulates 

management practices such as risk management and human resource management, the financial 

information analysis over the past five years, including deposit, investment, and asset amounts. 

Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited's comparative and industry analysis over the past five years has 

been examined utilizing SWOT analysis, Porter's Five Forces Analysis, and Ratio Analysis. 

Also, some suggestions have been provided for IBBL in the light of this chapter. 

 

The effectiveness of IBBL's investment risk management, as well as comparisons with three 

traditional banks, are reviewed in Chapter 3. Ratio analysis is one of the ways that has been 

utilized to complete this study. Furthermore, primary and secondary sources were employed to 

gather data. Different ratios were calculated to assess the bank's risk management efficiency, and 

the data was collected over a five-year period. The average of five years' ratios was used for 

comparison purposes. By evaluating this chapter, the suggestion for IBBL has been proven at the 

end of this chapter. 

 

As a result, IBBL's total investment performance is improving day by day. Because the majority 

of our country's citizens are religious and desire to invest their money in accordance with Islamic 

Shariah. Furthermore, as compared to other private commercial banks in the nation, IBBL allows 

people from all walks of life to trade with ease.  
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1.1 Student Information 

Name: Afia Mehjabin 

ID: 17304102 

Program: BBA 

Major: Finance & Marketing 

 

1.2 Internship Information 

1.2.1 Period, Company name, Department, Address 

Period: 90 days (October to December) 

Company Name: Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited (under Islami Bank Training and Research 

Academy) 

Department: Investment 

Address: Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited, Rampura branch, Dhaka & Online. 

 

1.2.2 Internship Company Supervisor’s Information: 

1. Name: Md. Khairul Islam 

Position: FAVP & Operation Manager, IBBL Rampura Brunch 

2. Name: Hosne Ara 

Position: Vice president, Islami Bank Training and research Academy. 

 

1.2.3 Job Responsibilities 

As an intern, I will be responsible for the following tasks. 

✓ Assisting officers in opening accounts  

✓ Assisting superiors in issuing and activating debit cards, credit cards and check books 

✓ Helping customers in withdrawing money with POS machine and Client Contact as 

needed. 

✓ Working with the concerned officer to examine the paperwork and securities presented 

by the loan applicants. 
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✓ Examining the papers and areas where the Bank will invest 

✓ Assisting officers in calculating the bank's daily performance and preparing the bank's 

monthly report. 

1.3 Internship Outcome 

1.3.1 Contribution to IBBL: 

Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited has benefited from my contributions in a number of ways. To 

begin with, the bank's efficiency increased per employee as a result of the support they received. 

Following my arrival, the number of clients they could service grew. In addition, as an intern at 

Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited, I assisted a lot of customers in filling out account application 

forms. This also aided the officers in their goal of opening the most accounts in those three days. 

Because I spent three days on the account creation area. Not only that, but I also assisted them in 

computing daily accounts such as how many deposits were received, how much money was 

taken out of the bank, and how many checks were ordered or issued. So, since I began assisting 

the officers in this area, the time it took to compute all of those things has decreased. Second, at 

the investment department, I reviewed the loan seekers' paperwork as well as the papers of the 

mortgages they gave against the loan amount sought. As a result, the process has sped up since I 

began assisting the officers with this. So that concludes my contributions to Islami Bank 

Bangladesh Limited. 

1.3.2 Benefits of Myself: 

I learned in a variety of ways as an intern at Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited. First and 

foremost, I have studied corporate conduct. They've trained me about the formalities that an 

organization or business must follow. Furthermore, I have gotten practical experience with 

fundamental banking understanding. I learnt how to issue a cheque book, a debit card, a credit 

card, RTGs (Real Time Gross Settlement), clear a cheque, pay a salary to a separate firm through 

the bank, examine investment paperwork, and apply for a home loan. These are the practical 

skills that I have acquired. Not only that, but I've developed my ability to operate under duress. 

For example, many clients expect their work to be completed quickly. However, managing a 

large number of clients and completing tasks on schedule might be tough at times. This 
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internship has taught me how to deal with a variety of situations and serve a large number of 

clients by working quickly. Furthermore, this internship has provided me with valuable 

experience that will aid in the advancement of my profession. Internship has increased my 

confidence and capacity to communicate with many officials. It also aided in the development 

and acceleration of my abilities. Finally, I received 7,000 takas for my work in bank. So, these 

are the advantages of doing the internship for me. 

1.3.3 Problems faced during Internship: 

My internship has been a successful event. During the Internship term, however, I had certain 

problems. The biggest issue during the internship was computer work. IBBL assigns me certain 

jobs that I must accomplish from home. However, it was tough to contact with them if there was 

an issue about the allotted assignment. 

 

1.3.4 Suggestion for IBBL on future internship program: 

There are some recommendations for Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited in terms of intern 

placement and management. The following are some of them: 

1) They do not assign an intern to a certain computer. As a result, the interns had to 

complete the tasks assigned to them from home. If they could provide an intern with a 

computer, the interns would be able to learn more and approach supervisors for assistance 

more quickly. 

2) It has been observed that clients do not always identify the intern. As a result, the intern's 

ID card might be identical to that of the authorities, making it easier for consumers to 

comprehend. 

3) Rather of traveling to the bank's training facility, they can recruit the intern directly 

through the bank. Except for Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited, most banks do. 

So, these are the recommendation for Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited on future internship 

program. 
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2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Objective 

The following is the goal of examining the overview, operational description, and strategic unit 

practices: 

✓ Analyzing management, marketing, and financial methods will give readers and future 

academics a clear picture of IBBL's activities. 

✓ After studying the various types of practices, readers will learn about the areas in which 

IBBL has to develop. 

✓ The readers will be informed about IBBL's status in Bangladesh in compare to 

conventional banks. 

These are the goals of the analysis of the overall operation and strategic audit. 

 

2.1.2 Methodology 

I gathered several sorts of information from various credible locations in order to provide an 

overview of my bank. I have two sorts of resources at my disposal. The following is a list of 

what they are: 

1) Primary Resources: 

❖ Working under the close supervision of the training facility's director of operations and 

vice president gave practical experience. 

❖ Practical knowledge of operations management techniques 

❖ They've given me several documents, which are also one of my main sources of 

information.  

 

2) Secondary Resources: 

• Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited's website  

• IBBL's annual report  

• Bangladesh Bank's website  
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• IBBL's various news and events from online media  

• IBBL's many research papers 

 

Ratio Analysis- Ratio analysis was performed using data from the previous five years (2016-

2020). Because several banks have yet to issue their annual reports, the year 2021 has been 

omitted. 

SWOT analysis is a strategy for assessing IBBL's strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities. 

Porter's five forces analysis is a way for calculating an industry's competitive intensity. 

2.1.3 Scope 

The research will benefit from this analysis in deciding managerial, promotional, financial, and 

operational approaches. This will enable a more thorough investigation of banking management 

and operation. 

2.1.4 Limitations 

Despite the fact that the employees at Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited, Rampura Branch, and 

Islami Bank Training and Research Academy were quite helpful, I came into the following 

challenges throughout my research that may be considered study limitations. Some restrictions 

are as follows: 

➢ The research's principal restriction was a lack of information, which was essential for the 

investigation. Due to security and other business duties, the bank employee is unable to 

reveal some information. 

➢ It was quite difficult to learn all of the banking activities as well as investment risk 

management in just 60 days. 

➢ Secondary sources provided the significant data and info used in this investigation. 

➢ A large-scale investigation was not possible due to the bank's restrictions and bans. Another 

issue in this paper is the bank's practice of withholding some information and data for clear 

reasons, that might make the report very helpful. 

These limits have been encountered in the report, which may obstruct the study's development, 

but I am working hard to reduce the negative consequences of these restrictions. 
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2.1.5 Significance 

There are a few advantages to studying an organization. It will highlight the genuine situation of 

IBBL and how they may improve it by studying marketing, management, and financial 

processes. Furthermore, the comparative and industry average will highlight where IBBL stands 

and how they may improve. So, these are the benefits of conducting an organization analysis. 

2.2 Overview of IBBL 

The interest-based banking structure and procedure are well-known to us all. Islami Bank 

Bangladesh Limited was founded on March 13, 1983 as Southeast Asia's first Shariah-based 

interest-free bank as a public limited corporation. The bank's first office, the Local Office in 

Motijheel, Dhaka, opened informally on March 30, 1983. On August 12, 1983, it was officially 

opened to the public. Moreover, Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited is a commercial banking joint 

venture public limited corporation with a large branch network. It was created on the principles 

of Islami Shariah and also has a foreign involvement of 63.09 percent. Islamic banking systems 

presently accounts for 25% of all private bank deposits and 30% of all private bank investments, 

according to the Bangladesh Bank, the country's central bank. 
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2.2.1 Organization information 
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Table 1 Organization Information of IBBL 

The data presented above is for the period ending December 31, 2020. 
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Figure 1: Organogram of IBBL 

 

2.2.2 CSR activity of Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited  

IBBL has made major contributions to the social welfare of the people. IBBL has formed a 

charity organization named "Sadaqah Tahbil" through which it carries out its charitable 

activities. This is also accomplished through the establishment of a Islami Bank (IBF). They do 

have a corporate social activities department to safeguard people's well-being. They also 

established a sustainable financing division in 2017. Banks' long-term existence depends on their 

capacity to provide sustainable finance. They also gather "Zakat" from the general public and 

give it to them. The total amount spent on corporate social responsibility is 430,358 million 

dollars. As a consequence, IBBL is heavily active in corporate social responsibility (CSR) 

activities. 

2.2.3 Achievements of IBBL 

IBBL has won several honors both at home and abroad. The following are their major 

accomplishments: 
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o In a ranking of the top 1000 banks around the world prepared by a UK-based 

financial newspaper, IBBL is the only bank in Bangladesh (The banker). 

o IBBL earned the first award of the SARRC Anniversary Award for Corporate 

Governance from the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh.  

o IBBL was honored by the United Arab Emirates Exchange for mobilizing 30% of 

the country's entire remittances (ICAB). 

So, these are IBBL's significant accomplishments. 

 

2.3 Management Practices: 

The "management committee" of IBBL, which is made up of 12 people, is the senior 

management body. This management committee investigates problems before submitting them 

towards the board of directors, internal auditor, executive body, & risk management. IBBL has 

excellent management systems and procedures, which have allowed it to become Bangladesh's 

number one bank. The following are the primary management practices that the management 

employs: 

• They place a high importance on effective fund management since the bank will improve 

day by day if the input and outflow of liquid money are effectively managed.  

• Both on-site and off-site oversight, IBBL management ensures 100 percent compliance. 

• IBBL has developed a Islami Bank training and research academy to manage staff 

quality. 

2.3.1 Risk management practices 

Stress testing is how IBBL controls its risk. Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited conducts periodic 

stress tests and analyzes capital stress by delivering individual and cumulative shocks to various 

sectors. The following are the elements that are taken into account during stress testing: 
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2.3.2 Human Resource Management Practices 

The human resource management branch of IBBL is one of the most essential. There are 11831 

employees in all, which is a large amount. They founded the "Islami Bank Training and Research 

Academy" to teach this large number of personnel. Their direct supervision is in charge of the 

training and internship program. During the year 2019, IBTRA hosted 188 programs. In 2019, 

however, they held a total of 524 programs. Furthermore, several tests are given in order to 

improve the performance of their employees. The promotion mechanism is based on prior 

experience as well as exam results. IBBL hires employees based on their qualifications. They 

frequently seek out exceptional individuals in diverse fields and train them. The recruitment 

policy is approved by the board of directors to guarantee that the right person is hired for the 

right role. It is estimated that 70% of the workforce is under the age of 40. As a result, IBBL is 

empowering young people. 
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Table 2 Human Resource Strength of IBBL 

 

 

Table 3 Total Workforce by Age Distribution of IBBL 

 

2.3.3 Green Banking management of IBBL 

IBBL's green banking management unit strives to invest in industries that are ecologically 

friendly and minimize carbon emissions. The following are the sectors in which IBBL invests: 

1) Renewable energy sources 

2) Energy that can be used effectively 

3) Waste disposal 

4) Recycle, as well as the goods created from recycled materials. 

5) Products that are environmentally friendly 

In 2019, they finished 14,328 projects for a total of 291,120 million Tk on social and 

environmental risk management. They have an environmental policy fund as well. Green 

investment will make up 10% of the total disbursed funded investment at IBBL. 

As a result, IBBL's management procedures are as follows. 
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2.4 Marketing practices: 

IBBL is concentrating its marketing efforts on the recently launched lounge goods and services. 

However, they are currently concentrating their efforts on publicizing the digital services they 

offer. Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited employs a variety of marketing techniques. They do not, 

however, distribute any advertisements that are in violation of Islamic law since they are founded 

on Islami Shariah. As a result, the marketing media they employ are as follows: 

2.4.1 4P’s 

Product, pricing, location, and promotion are the four P's: 

Product: IBBL provides a variety of items. The following are the products: 

Deposit product: In the deposit product, people can open a variety of accounts. There are 

essentially two types of deposit items in IBBL. Al-Wadeah and Mudaraba are the two sorts of 

accounts. There has been no profit sharing in the Al-Wadeah accounts, and no losses will be 

incurred by the account holder. Mudaraba accounts, but at the other hand, are available in a wide 

range of sizes and forms. 

The following are some of them: 
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Investment Product and services: The investment can be made in one of three ways. 

Furthermore, there are other investing options. The three investing options are as follows: 

Bai Modes 

i. Bai – Murabaha: The phrase 'Bai-Murabaha' is derived from the Arabic terms and 

(Bai'un and Ribhun), respectively. The term refers to the purchase and selling of goods, 

as well as a profit that has been agreed upon. 'Bai-Murabaha' refers to a profit-sharing 

arrangement. 

ii. Bai-Muajjal: Bai-Mujjal is described as an agreement between a buyer and a seller in 

which the seller offers the buyer certain designated items (allowable according Islamic 

Shariah and national law) for a predetermined price payable in installments or fixed 

payments at a future date. The vendor may also sell the things he has acquired according 

to the buyer's order and specifications. 

iii. Bai-Salam: Bai-Salam is a combination of the Arabic words Bai and Salam. Bai and 

Salam are two words that indicate selling and purchasing. As a result, Bai-Salam refers to 

selling and buying ahead of time. The bank will enter into a contract with the consumer 

for the executive buy & pays against by the proposed price in the manufacturing process 

under this approach. 

iv. Bai-Istishna: The Istishna is derived from the term Istishna, which signifies 

manufacturing firm or industry. Istishna refers to things produced as a result of placing 
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orders with producers. Istishna is indeed an agreement in between sender and a receiver 

where the seller sells a specified product to the buyer after it has been manufactured. In a 

nutshell, it's a contract with such a manufacturer to produce a product. 

v. Bai-As-Sarf: Bai-As-Sarf is indeed an Islamic manner of post-shipment exporting 

finance in which a compliant export document is acquired at a discounted rate and then 

modified on maturity using the export revenues. 

 

Share Modes 

i. Mudaraba: Mudaraba is an agreement between two parties in which one party (the 

Bank) provides capital and the other party (the Client) contributes his efficiency, labor, 

and other required business operations. In such a company, the bank is known as Shahib-

al-Maal, and the customer is known as Mudarib. In a mudaraba, Shahib-al-Maal suffers 

the entire loss (100%) and profits are distributed according to the agreement. However, if 

the mudarib's attitude is deemed to be negligent, he or she must recompense to cover the 

damage. 

ii. Musharakah: The Arabic words "Shirkah" and "Sharika" were used to coin the terms 

"Shirkat" and "Musharakah." Shirkah is a term that refers to a collaboration between two 

or more people. As a result, the terms "Musharakah" and "Shirkat" refer to a partnership 

formed by two parties for the purpose of a business endeavor in which they share both 

capital and management. The profit and loss may be split among the partners according 

to an agreed-upon ratio. 

Ijarah Modes 

The word Ijarah comes from the Arabic word ijarah, which signifies consideration, repayment, 

salary, or rent. This is the asset's trade value or consideration, as well as its return, wages, and 

rent of service. Ijarah is a contractual arrangement, the Hiree and the Hirer, in which the Hirer 

receives a certain service or benefit in exchange for a specific fee or rent from the Hiree's asset. 

It is a hiring arrangement in which the Hiree hires out a specific asset to a Hirer for a certain 

length of time in exchange for a fixed rent or fee. 
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i. HPSM (Hire Purchase Under Shirkatul Melk):  

The Bank may provide tools, equipment, or items on a rental basis under this manner. 

The Bank and the client will jointly own the implements/equipment/goods, with the 

client's half remaining as a mortgage until the investment account is closed, however the 

customer will be entitled to retain the equipment for a certain term. After the installments 

are completed, the customer will become the owners of the implements/equipment/goods. 

Purchase/hire A particular sort of contract known as Shirkatul Melk has been evolved via 

practice. This category includes structures, apartments, machinery equipment 

(commercial, industrial, agricultural, transportation, real estate, and other schemes). It is 

actually a combination of 3 agreements: 1. Shirkat, 2. Ijarah, and 3. Sale. 
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Rural development schemes: For the betterment of rural populations, a rural development 

program has been implemented. The following is a list of IBBL's services: 

IBBL offers a wide range of services. The following are the service names: 

             

Price: Interest is not charged by IBBL. They do, however, make money off of the services they 

provide, and the profit percentage changes from day to day. The following are approximate rates: 
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Table 4 Provisional Profit Rate 

 

The charges of some other service are given below: 

 

Place: In Bangladesh, IBBL has 552 branches. There are 17 zones that have been created from 

all of the branches. Furthermore, there are 59 AD branches. IBBL has set up ATMs all around 

the country to facilitate digital transactions. IBBL has a total of 1131 ATM booths. As a result, 

the numbers are enormous, and they serve people in all areas. 

Promotions: IBBL employs a variety of promotional strategies to reach out to the general 

public. The following are some of their promotional activities: 

Free of cost media casting: Free media casting includes press releases and good news regarding 

Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited which appear in different electronic and print media, as well as 

on television. Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited earned a significant amount of free media 

exposure in 2019, with nearly 8070 slots across printed, electronic, and online media. It has a 

news value of Tk. 56.83 crore and a PR value of Tk. 170.50. 
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Main area of branding the products and services: IBBL develops their brand using a variety 

of media. IBBL, on the other hand, has switched to digital marketing as the world becomes more 

technologically advanced and people become more reliant on it. On their Facebook page in 2019, 

IBBL has 412 static and video posts. In addition to online advertising through social media, 

IBBL also advertises on television and radio. In addition, IBBL places advertisements in 

newspapers.  

Branding through Games involvement: The Bangladesh cricket board organizes the BCL 

(Bangladesh cricket league), and the IBBL features a team named "Islami Bank East Zone." 

They do admirably in sports, finishing second last year. As a consequence, they are also 

considering investing in the games industry, which has a lot of potential given that cricket is our 

country's most popular sport. So, these are IBBL's marketing techniques for reaching out to the 

normal community. 

2.5 Financial Performance and Accounting practices: 

IBBL's financial performance is excellent. They have maintained a strong financial position from 

the commencement of their operations, and certain figures suggest that they are expanding. 

 

2.5.1 Financial Information and performance analysis 

For the past five years, some of the most important IBBL ratios have been listed below: 

Ratios Years 

2016  2017  2018 2019  2020 

ROI 8.20%  8.29%  8.14%  8.60%  8.59% 

ROE 9.28%  9.63%  11.07%  9.08%  7.38% 

CAR 10.82%  11.30%  11.97%  12.95%  13.55% 

IDR 86.43%  87.80%  90.80%  89.39%  80.42% 
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EPS 2.77%  2.91%  3.77%  3.31%  2.81% 

NPI 3.83%  3.59%  4.12%  3.82%  3.41% 

 

Table 5 Key Ratios of IBBL 

 

 

Table 6 Key Ratios of IBBL compared with standard ratio 

The return on investment of IBBL has improved from 2016 to 2018, as seen in the table above. 

On the other hand, has dropped to some level in 2019. With the exception of 2019, we can claim 

that IBBL was earning a good return on their investments. 

As shown in the table above, the return on equity is indeed not constant. In 2018, the return on 

equity is quite high (11.07 percent). In 2020, however, it has dropped to 7.38 percent. This 

indicates that the bank's profitability has decreased in relation to stockholders' equity, which is 

not a positive indicator. As a result, IBBL has the potential to excel in this area. 

The capital adequacy ratio assesses a bank's capacity to meet its obligations and also other 

concerns such as credit risk and operational risk. A 10 percent ratio generally deemed acceptable 

in general, and the bank was able to achieve this requirement. From 2016 to 2020, the bank's 

capital adequacy ratios remained regularly over 10%, suggesting that the bank's capacity to fulfill 

liabilities and other risks including credit risk and operational risk was sufficient. 

As seen in the table above, the investment deposit ratio for IBBL changed throughout time. It 

may be assumed that the bank has the ability to transform its deposit in to investment, that is a 
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good sign. During the previous five years, the bank has never had an investment deposit ratio of 

less than 85 percent and has always attempted to achieve 90 percent, as per Bangladesh Bank 

instructions. 

The IBBL seems to have been variable in non-performing investments during the previous five 

years, as seen in the table above (2016 to 2020). They significantly decreased non-performing 

investment in 2019 compared to 2018. As a consequence, IBBL's investment revenue grew in 

2019 as compared to 2018. In conventional banks, this figure is referred to it as the 

nonperforming loan ratio. 

 

2.5.1.1 Five Years Performance of IBBL at a Glance: 
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Identification and mitigation of Investment risk: 

The likelihood of financial losses owing to counterparties' incapacity or reluctance to fulfill 

legally agreed-upon payments is referred to as investment risk. According to the annual report, 

credit risk accounted for 85 percent of total Risk Weighted Asset (RWA) in Bangladesh, while it 

accounted for 90 percent in IBBL. As a result, investment risk is a critical component of IBBL's 

risk management strategy. 

The Board of Directors of IBBL has approved the bank's Investment Risk Management Policy, 

which plays a crucial and strategic role in the bank's day-to-day operations. The policy outlines 

the parameters for customer choosing, proper research, early alarm reporting, tolerable ranges of 

financial investments, and portfolio management in accordance with the Bank's risk appetite. 

The aim is to use tough criteria along with solid collateralization whenever possible to minimize 

substantial investment risk on a counterparty or portfolio level. The plan is guided and changed 

on a routine basis by the Directors to assure that it is consistent with the Business's business plan. 

The monthly Investment Risk Management Council meeting, overseen by the Head of 

Investment Wing, is where policy decisions and strategy implementation are decided. 

 

Figure 2: Deposit and Investment of IBBL 
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Table 7: Sector wise investment of IBBL 

 

 

Table 8: Mode wise investment of IBBL 
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Figure 3: Area wise investment of IBBL 

 

 

Table 9: Division wise investment of IBBL 

Investment Processing and Approval Structure: 

IBBL has specialized rules in place for inducting, dealing, processing, sanctioning, and 

addressing late and nonperforming assets as the country's largest investment portfolio-dealing 

bank. The Board of Directors of the Bank gives the Branch Incumbent sanctioning authority. The 

procedure for investment approval is carried out in compliance with the Bank's approved policy. 

There is an Investment Appraisal committee at every approval unit, i.e., at the Branch, Zone, and 

Head Office levels, that primarily appraises and recommends projects. We will look at the 

method wise investing and identify the primary types of investment contracts IBBL is presently 

utilizing in order to estimate the bank's investment risk exposure. 
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Figure 4: Process of Investment in IBBL 

 

 

Figure 5: Credit Approval Process of IBBL 
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Credit Recovery: 

This is the final stage of the IBBL's investment procedure. IBBL will keep in touch with their 

customer on a regular basis, for example, in the event of a micro investment, the bank may 

request a monthly stock report from the client. Here, the bank will keep a close check on the 

investor. If required, the bank will conduct a physical examination of the client's activities. If the 

bank feels something is wrong, it will try to reclaim the monies it invested in the consumer. 

2.5.2 Accounting practices 

Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited is committed to making accounting processes transparent. Each 

branch completes the computations separately before reporting them towards the Bangladesh 

Bank and the Islami Bank head office on a daily basis. However, certain computations are 

completed after the month's end and reports are forwarded to the central office. Two processes 

are used in the computation of Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited. The following are some of 

them: 

1. Manual accounting system: Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited has yet to completely 

implement a computerized accounting system. They still use bookkeeping to make some of 

their computations. For openness, they keep accurate records and accounts. However, the 

number of people who perform manual computations is relatively small, and it is shrinking 

every day. 

2. Computerized accounting system: They create financial reports using computerized 

software. They prepare financial statements using appropriate and proper accounting 

procedures, such as International Accounting Standards (IASs)/ International Financial 

Standards (IFSs). In addition, Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited follows Bangladesh 

accounting norms (BAS). More specifically, Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited pays close 

attention to the software they utilize for internal control and accounting records. 

3. Accrual basis of accounting: Except for the cash flow statement, Islami Bank Bangladesh 

Limited compiles its financial statements on an accrual basis. When goods meet the 

definitions and recognized requirements for those aspects in the Framework, Islami Bank 

classifies them as assets, liabilities, equity, income, and costs. The statement of cash flow, on 
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the other hand, is prepared using the indirect technique in line with the international 

accounting standard 7 "Statement of cash flow." 

2.6 Operation management and Information system practice 

Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited has a sound management and information system in place. 

IBBL also has an operational wing and an internal compliance wing to handle operational 

management. There's also ICT management, which involves storing data and information in 

a digital manner. 

2.6.1 Operation Management practices 

The main practice of operational management is to follow shariah in all aspects of everyday 

operations. Every branch has an operations manager who is in charge of the bank's day-to-

day operations. Furthermore, IBBL follows a strict code of ethics in its everyday operations. 

Every branch's operational manager examines daily deposits and other indicators to 

determine how well the bank is performing. IBBL's branches send their reports to the main 

office, and the operational wing is in charge of each branch's management. The Nawabpur 

Road corporate branch and the local office branch are IBBL's major operational units. They 

primarily concentrate on the operational strategies that IBBL must use in order to maintain a 

healthy operational management and boost the banks' operational efficiency. The following 

are the most important operational procedures:  

 

IBBL's main management techniques are as follows. IBBL, on the other hand, has certain 

fundamental banking operations. IBBL focuses primarily on core banking operations since 

they are critical to the bank's business. The following are the basic banking practices: 
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❖ Deposit: IBBL's operations are primarily focused on the deposit. They keep track of the 

daily deposit and withdrawal amounts at all times. 

❖ Operational result: The operational outcomes are closely monitored every day. They're 

mostly concerned with profit indicators like assets ratio (ROA), return on equity (ROE), 

and profits per share (EPS). In accordance with Base -III guidelines, IBBL maintains its 

capital adequacy. So, these are IBBL's operational procedures. 

2.6.2 Information system practices 

To examine the bank's status, you'll need a lot of facts or information. Data and information 

are kept highly secure at Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited. As a result, IBBL must maintain 

some activities on a regular basis. The following are some of them: 

❖ Information system for management: IBBL has a well-functioning management 

information system. This management information system (MIS) has now been deployed in 

all Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited branches. The bank's management keeps track of the 

company's growth, trends, and other performance indicators. They may also easily acquire 

data from of the Bangladesh bank, the World Bank, ministries, the IMF, the IFC, and the 

ADB utilizing the central MIS. 

❖ On-line data center and Disaster recovery site: IBBL has the biggest Data Centre in the 

banking business, that operates upon that ORACLE Exudate system inside the data center, 

HOT DR, and DR site. As per Bangladesh Bank's requirements, IBBL has also completed 

the development of such a Disaster Recovery Site (DRS) like a duplication of the present 

Data Center. 

❖ BATCH (Bangladesh Bank Automated Clearing House): BATCH (Bangladesh Bank 

Automated Clearing House) BATCH is used to clean out information and instruments that 

are no longer needed. This BATCH was introduced by IBBL, which maintains a huge 

variety of data and information sets. The Management Information Department (MISD) of 

Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited is in charge of looking after the information and storing it 

in a system. 
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2.7 Industry and competitive analysis 

In Bangladesh's banking industry, Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited is performing very well. 

Some major financial statistics will indicate whether Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited compares 

to the competition.  

SWOT Analysis: 

For sixty days, I interned at the Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited, Rampura Branch. At this stage, 

I was attempting to figure out it's own strengths, weaknesses, possibilities, and dangers. I'm 

hoping that this will help the bank improve its service, contribute more to society, and increase 

revenues. The following is the outcome of the SWOT Analysis: 
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Porter’s five forces: 

The approach of assessing among competitors is known as Porte's five forces. The following are 

some of them: 

1) Competitive Rivalry: Bangladesh has a large number of banks. As a result, there is a lot of 

competition. The nation's first Shariah-compliant bank was Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited. 

However, eight fully shariah-compliant banks have already opened their doors, and many more 

will be in the process of starting a sharia compliant Islami Banking section. As a result, in this 

business, there is a lot of competition. 

2) Power of supplier: The bank's authority comes from its investors. They are crucial in keeping 

the bank's cash flow in check. If investors do not put their money into Islami Bank, the bank will 

suffer. Furthermore, investors may opt for a different bank since there are other Bangladeshi 

banks that are prepared to invest. As a result, the influence of the provider is significant in this 

industry. 

3) Power of buyers: The purchasers are usually members of the public. The majority of people 

are looking for high lending rates. Interest rates differ from one bank to the next. As a result, 

individuals are always looking for institutions that provide high interest rates. As a result, they 

will be able to use the services of other banks. As a result, we can conclude that buyer power is 

also strong in this market. 

4) Threat of substitutions: Because Bangladesh has a large number of banks, people and 

investors have various options. If the services provided by one bank are not suitable, customers 

might switch to another. 

5) Threat of new entrants: Bangladesh's reality demonstrates that a group of businesses may 

easily organize a bank. Despite the fact that establishing a bank requires a considerable number 

of money, some Bangladeshi companies are increasing their banking operations. 

2.8 Summary and conclusion 

Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited has been designed with the purpose of making a contribution 

towards the nation's balanced development and shared prosperity by diversification its 
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investment strategy by size, sector, geographic area, and other factors in order to accomplish the 

bank's ultimate objective of maintaining economic justice and equity in the desires of all sections 

of the population. This institution has been working diligently to achieve the following goals and 

has achieved substantial progress. With unprecedented support from all groups of stakeholders, 

IBBL now handles available for investment funds bringing the total much more Tk. 320,000 

million, properly accounted for 9% of domestic investment and 58 percent of all Islamic banking 

system, putting the bank in a solid position in the country's economy that is valued by people 

from all walks of life. Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited was established with the purpose of 

performing interest-free banking, developing participative bank rather than the borrower 

relationship, and eventually, via its investment operations, building social assistance banking, 

leading to a just society. 

2.9 Recommendations 

• To stay up with the current banking business, IBBL should make more use of modern 

technologies. 

• The procedure for obtaining credits from IBBL is not particularly user-friendly. As a 

result, they should make this process for customers easier. 

• IBBL needs to expand their investment area because they currently only invest in a few 

areas. If that section collapses, it may cause harm to the bank. 

• IBBL needs to make their investment scheme more appealing so that the investors are 

interested in it. 

• Through its research center, IBTRA, IBBL needs to make their personnel more efficient 

on technology. 

• Why IBBL should enhance profit-sharing deposits because many of their deposit 

programs are not profit-oriented. 

• They should establish an appealing investment strategy for female businesses so they 

may grow. 

• IBBL must be active in their advertising since many individuals are still unaware of the 

Islamic banking system. 
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Chapter 3 

Project Part 
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3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Background: 

IBBL is a joint project Public Limited Company involved in commercial banking based on 

Islamic shariah, with 63.09 percent foreign participation and Bangladesh's largest branch 

network (total 374 Branches, 196 sub-Branches, and 2600 Agent outlets). Customers and the 

Islamic bank share risks, gains, and losses. Shariah's ethical code does not strive to eliminate 

risk; rather, it understands that business enterprise is both useful and risky. As a consequence, 

banks must maintain control activities in order to reduce undesirable outcomes. Shariah prohibits 

speculative risk-taking, so Islamic banks must ensure that their risk management does not 

include it. Risk management, on the other hand, is a major concern for Islami Bank. Traditional 

banking instruments, such as financial derivatives, are not available. Shariah-compliant 

derivative markets have yet to form. 

This report is a modest attempt to explore and assess the risk management methods of IBBL, one 

of the Bangladesh's top Islamic banks. I will use IBBL as representative of Islamic banks of 

Bangladesh because they are the first comer and doing better than other Islamic banks as well as 

in the whole banking sector of Bangladesh. I’ll also use BRAC Bank, Dutch Bangla Bank, and 

United Commercial Bank as representations of conventional banks in Bangladesh. Since there 

are 33 conventional banks in Bangladesh, I chose the above three banks randomly but tried to 

pick the top ones. 

3.1.2 Objective: 

The following are the major goals of my project: 

1) To assess the effectiveness of IBBL's risk management. 

2) To compare IBBL to Bangladesh's traditional banks. 

3) To assess the impact of risk management efficiency on Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited's 

financial indicators. 
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3.1.3 Significance: 

My research has a lot of implications. It will focus on IBBL's current state and how they may 

enhance it by examining marketing, management, and financial procedures. In addition, the 

comparing and industry averages will demonstrate where IBBL stands and how they may 

progress. Furthermore, as a finance major, I believe that conducting this study would help me 

better understand the banking industry. As a consequence, in addition to my learning, this study 

will aid IBBL in enhancing their risk management in the investment business. 

3.2 Methodology: 

Ratio Analysis: A five-year period of data will be used to conduct the ratio study (2016-2020). 

Because several banks have yet to issue their annual reports, the year 2021 has been omitted. The 

"Investment Risk Management Efficiency of Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited" will be described 

in this report using trend analysis, ratio analysis, and comparison analysis. As a result, the report 

will be descriptive. Because investment risk management is a function of a bank's internal 

management, I have no role in the variables other than to describe how IBBL manages its 

investments and investment risk. This research is referred to as descriptive research since it is 

based on the objectives. 

 

Primary Sources of Data:  I spoke with authorities and employees at the IBBL Rampura 

Branch and was able to obtain the approximate data that was used and presented in this report. 

The research was carried out with the help of the Investment Department, Rampura Branch, in 

accordance with their operating and sustaining an investment firm using contemporary and 

technology means. I've also seen firsthand the efficiency of Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited's 

Rampura Branch's efforts in managing investment business successfully and efficiently. 

Secondary Sources of Data:  

➢ Annual Reports of IBBL: 2016-2020. 

➢ Business Development Conference Report: 2011 and 2012. 

➢ Unpublished data from the IBBL, Rampura Branch. 

➢ IBBL’s manual regarding investment management. 
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➢ Bangladesh Bank’s Credit Risk Manual. 

➢ IBBL’s website (www.islamibankbd.com). 

➢ Annual Reports of BRAC Bank, Dutch Bangla Bank, United Commercial Bank: 2016-

2020 

➢ Training materials provided by the Islami Bank Training and Research 

Academy. 

Data Analysis Tools and Techniques:  Bar Chart has been utilized to show the graphs of five 

years average ratios and Line Chart has used to show the graphs of single year ratios. The 

formula produced and used in Microsoft Excel to evaluate, process, and visually depict the 

acquired data in order to assess and show the numerical data and values related with Islami Bank 

Bangladesh Limited's Investment Risk Management. 

 

3.3 Findings and Analysis 

Investment (Credit) Risk:  

Islamic banking risk management is similar to conventional banking risk management. Islamic 

banks refer to credit risk as investment risk, and the two phrases are equivalent. 

Credit risk is the risk that a bank's borrower will not fulfill its obligations in accordance with 

agreed-upon terms. Credit risk also means the possibility that a borrower's failure to meet his or 

her obligations to the bank would have an adverse influence on the bank's financial performance 

and capital. Credits are, by far, the most obvious and significant source of credit risk. But at the 

other hand, credit risk can arise both from on- then off sheet activities. It can be caused either by 

incapacity or a reluctance to execute in accordance with the conditions of the contract. 

Islamic banks, like conventional banks, suffer credit risk in the majority of the funding methods 

they employ. Murabaha, Istisna, and installments sales or sales with a delayed payment are all 

well-known for causing bank account debts. The most basic sort of risk in any of these contracts 

is credit risk. Salam establishes a commodity loan instead of a monetary commitment, but there 

is a credit risk involved. Mudaraba and Musharaka, on either hand, are participatory contracts, 
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and the money provided by the bank to enterprises is not a liability. These two, on the other 

hand, represent a financial risk in two respects. To begin with, the entrepreneur is designed to 

assure the capital in the case of a tort or negligence, meaning debt obligation. Moreover, 

whenever Mudaraba or Musharaka money is utilized in a delayed sale, as it is in the majority of 

Mudarabas, the capital owner, in this case the bank, faces an indirectly credit risk. This risk is 

linked to the ability of the opposing parties to repay. 

 

Figure 6: The Investment (Credit) Risk Process of IBBL 

 

Difference between Conventional Loan and Islamic Investment is given below: 
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Year wise General Investment Trend: 

Despite the impact of the COVID-19 epidemic on the banking industry, the bank's total general 

investments as of December 31, 2020 were Tk. 1,035,287 million, up from Tk. 899,013 million 

as of December 31, 2019. The graph shows that investments have grown by Tk.136,274 million 

from the start of the year, representing a 15.16 percent increase in 2020 above the last year 

record of general investment (past 5-years): 
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Figure 7: General Investment Trend of IBBL 

 

Figure 8: Year Wise Investment Outstanding of IBBL 

Ratio Analysis: 

3.3.1 Return on Investment: 

Return on Investment (ROI) is a measurement tool that may be used to evaluate the efficiency of 

a particular investment or to determine the efficiency of several different investments. To 

calculate ROI, divide the advantage (return) of an investment by the cost of investment, and the 

output is expressed in percentage or a ratio. 

 

Figure 9: Return on Investment of IBBL 
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Between 2016 and 2020, Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited's return on investment (ROI) ratios 

fluctuated. The bank's return on investment ratio was 8.20 percent in 2016, with 206 branches, 

and was steadily improved to 8.59 percent in 2020, with the addition of 70 branches (additional 

34 percent). It occurred as a result of the bank's simultaneous increase in investment gain and 

drop in investment expense. As a result, the bank performed admirably in the investment market 

throughout this time, employing a variety of tactics and policies. During this time, the Bank's 

average return on investment was 8.36 percent. 

Because the Return on Investment was not given in the conventional bank’s annual report, I 

couldn’t compare theirs with IBBL. 

3.3.2 Investment Deposit Ratio: 

The investment deposit ratio, which is derived by dividing the bank's total investments with its 

total deposits, is a commonly used indicator for measuring a bank's liquidity. The IDR ratio is 

another name for this number, which is expressed as a percentage. If the ratio is higher, 

companies may not have enough liquidity to meet any unexpected cash demands, while if the 

ratio is low, institutions may not have been earning as many as they could. 

 

Figure 10: Investment Deposit Ratio of IBBL 

The investment deposit ratio of IBBL fluctuated throughout time, as can be seen in the graph 

above. It can be deduced from the previous graph that the bank is able to transform its deposits 

into an investment, that is a positive indication for the bank. During previous five years, the bank 
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has never had an investment deposit ratio of less than 85 percent and has always attempted to 

achieve 90 percent, as per Bangladesh Bank instructions. 

 

Figure 11: IDR of IBBL compared to conventional Banks 

The above graph depicts the position of the Investment Deposit Ratio among the three 

conventional banks chosen at random. IBBL is in a strong position because the IDR is neither 

too low nor too high (86.97 percent ). Dutch Bangladesh Bank has a market share of less than 

85%, whereas BRAC Bank and UCB have a market share of more than 90%. As a result, we 

may conclude that IBBL is performing admirably in recouping its investment. As a result, IDR is 

mild. This demonstrates that IBBL's investment default is minimal due to their excellent 

investment risk management and policy. As a result, a higher IDR indicates better investment 

risk management efficiency, and IBBL excels in this area. 

3.3.3 Non-Performing Investment: 

Non-performing investments are sums that an organization is unable to recover from clients. 

Conventional banks call this ratio nonperforming loan. The idea of non-performing loans (NPIs) 

for categorized loans is one of the key roadblocks to banking's long-term viability and expansion. 

Portfolios that have less than 6% non-performing loans are considered safe. 
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Figure 12: Non-Performing Investment ratio of IBBL 

The graph above shows that during the previous five years, the IBBL has been variable in non-

performing investments (2016 to 2020). They have decreased non-performing investment in 

2019 and 2020 compared to 2018. In comparison to 2018, the amount of money invested by 

IBBL has grown in 2020. 

 

Figure 13: NPI of IBBL compared to conventional Banks 
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On an average of five years, the graph above depicts the position of IBBL's non-performing 

investments among the three conventional banks. Because the NPI is so low, we can tell that 

Islami Bank was in a very excellent situation (3.75 percent ). UCB is currently in the worst 

possible position (5.69 percent ). As a result, we may conclude that Islami Bank is performing 

admirably in terms of recouping its investment. That's why the NPI is so low. This demonstrates 

that IBBL's investment default is minimal due to their excellent investment philosophy. As a 

result, a higher NPI suggests superior investment risk management efficiency, and IBBL excels 

in this area. 

3.3.4 Capital Adequacy Ratio: 

The Capital to Risk (Weighted) Assets Ratio (CRAR), also known as the Capital Adequacy 

Ratio, is a ratio that compares a bank's capital to the risk it faces. National regulators examine a 

bank's CAR to ensure that it can withstand a certain degree of loss while while adhering to 

regulatory rules. 

 

Figure 14: Capital Adequacy Ratio of IBBL 

 

The capital adequacy ratio assesses a bank's capacity to meet its obligations as well as some 

other concerns such as credit risk and operational risk. A ten percent ratio is deemed acceptable 

in general, and the bank was able to achieve this requirement. From 2020 to 2017, the bank 
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utilized the Basel II Accord to calculate capital adequacy ratios, but in 2016 it used the Basel I 

Accord. From 2016 to 2020, the bank's capital adequacy ratios were regularly over 10%, 

suggesting that the bank's capacity to fulfill liabilities and other risks including credit risk and 

operational risk was sufficient. 

 

Figure 15: CAR of IBBL compared to conventional Banks 

We can see from the graph above that IBBL has been in third place among the three traditional 

banks for the past five years (12.12 percent). The capital adequacy ratio of BRAC Bank is the 

highest (13.65 percent). When compared to BRAC Bank, we may conclude that capital adequacy 

is insufficient. So, in terms of capital adequacy ratio, IBBL might have done better. CAR is 

linked to investment risk management efficiency since it indicates a bank's riskiness. The riskier 

a bank is, the less efficient its investment risk management will be. As a result, IBBL is 

struggling in this business. 

 

3.3.5 Return on Assets: 

Return on Asset (ROA) is a metric that compares a company's profitability to its total assets. The 

return on assets (ROA) measures how successfully a company's assets are used to generate 
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profits. ROA is measured by dividing a bank's yearly income by its total assets and expressed as 

a percentage. 

 

Figure 16: Return on Assets of IBBL 

The Return on Assets (ROA) ratios of Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited changed between 2016 

and 2020. In 2016, the bank's return on assets was 0.59 percent, and in 2020, it will be 0.35 

percent. It occurred since the bank's net income after taxes grew practically in lockstep with its 

total assets. As a consequence, using a range of techniques and policies, the bank fared 

wonderfully in the investment market during this period. During this time, the Bank's average 

return on assets was 0.53 percent. 
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Figure 17: ROA of IBBL compared to conventional Banks 

According to the graph above, as among 3 conventional banks picked at random for a five-year 

average, Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited ranks 4th of return on asset (0.53 percent). However, 

if contrasted to the Dutch Bangla Bank, it is apparent that IBBL lags behind in terms of profiting 

it from assets (1.08 percent). So, when compared to other banks, IBBL's investment risk 

management efficiency is inadequate since it shows that they are not performing well in terms of 

delivering a good return on assets over a five-year period. 

 

3.3.6 Return on equity: 

 

Figure 18: Return on equity of IBBL 

 

The return on equity is really not constant, as shown in the graph above. The return on equity in 

2018 is really high (11.07 percent ). However, in 2020, it has decreased to 7.38 percent. This 

indicates that the bank's profitability has decreased in contrast to stockholder equity, which is not 

a positive indicator. As a result, IBBL has the potential to excel in this area. 
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Figure 19: ROE of IBBL compared to conventional Banks 

On average during the last five years, We can see that of the three traditional banks chosen at 

random, IBBL is just in third position in terms of ROE. BRAC bank and Dutch Bangla are 

performing exceptionally well in this market, however their ROE is far too high. This 

demonstrates that the profitability of the other three traditional banks when compared to 

shareholder equity is not superior than IBBL. Because one of IBBL's investment risk 

managements is handling equity, this ratio is connected to investment risk management 

efficiency. As a result, the greater equity return demonstrates strong investment risk management 

efficiency. 

 

3.3.7 Efficiency Ratio: 

This efficiency ratio is used to measure of how effectively a company's assets and liabilities are 

used internally. Efficiency ratios may be used to determine the cycle of receivables, the payback 

of obligations, the quantity and usage of equity, and the overall use of assets and machines. 
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Figure 20: Efficiency Ratio of IBBL 

 

The efficiency ratio is the proportion of operational profits to operating costs. It's a statistic that 

depicts the evolution of expenses in relation to revenue. It's among the most essential efficiency 

indicators for a bank: the lower the percentage, the more successful the bank is. Over the period 

of 2016 to 2020, the efficiency ratios of Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited fluctuated. The bank's 

efficiency ratio in 2016 was 76 percent, which was extremely close to the 82 percent expected in 

2020. During this time, the Bank's average cost-to-income ratio was 76 percent. 

 

Figure 21: Efficiency Ratio of IBBL compared to conventional Banks 
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On average during the last five years, we can observe that IBBL is in first place among the three 

traditional banks picked at random 76 percent. The Efficiency Ratio of UCB is quite low 58 

percent. They didn’t get a lot of money back on their investment. As a result, UCB's Efficiency 

Ratio has room for improvement. Because managing investments is one of a bank's primary 

operational responsibilities, the cost-to-income ratio also indicates its investment risk 

management efficiency. High profitability equals great efficiency ratio, which signifies high 

investment risk management efficiency. 

After reviewing and studying all of the data, facts, and figures, we may conclude that IBBL is the 

market leader. They have the most branches, as well as the greatest number of general 

investments, deposit and stock and securities investments. They, but at the other hand, have the 

best creditworthiness and follow all of the Bangladesh Bank's rules. In order to preserve a solid 

banking environment, they also implemented the Basel II Accord to the letter, notably in terms 

of excellent investment risk management. All of their operations have made them Bangladesh's 

most powerful bank. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

Explosive rise of the Islamic banking industry has compelled regulators, industry actors, and 

academics to examine the whole structure of Islamic banking risks. Due to the lesser risks 

associated with fixed rate financing, such as murabaha, Islamic banks fundamentally rely on too 

much fixed rate financing, which is mostly gathered from floating rate mudaraba deposits, 

according to the study. Existing Islamic banking procedures include a variety of risks by their 

very nature. Among the eight full-fledged Islamic banks, IBBL is the largest and successful. The 

bank is discovered to have a comprehensive risk management structure and methodology in 

place, from top to bottom. The risk appetite of the bank is moderate to low, according to the 

financial statements, and this is reflected in their risk management strategy and procedure. Due 

to a lack of shari'ah compatible financial instruments, the bank's financial scorecard indicates 

that it is efficient in producing sustainable earnings from depositor funds, but that it is inefficient 

in creating sustainable earnings from shareholder funds. As a result, IBBL's total investment 

performance is improving day by day. Because the majority of our country's citizens are 
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religious and desire to invest their money in accordance with Islamic Shariah. Furthermore, as 

compared to other conventional banks in the nation, IBBL allows individuals from all walks of 

life to transact with ease. The way banks manage risk is influenced by a number of factors, one 

of which is legislation. 

3.5 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are based on the findings: 

▪ Because the banking sector is so competitive nowadays, the investment sanction 

procedure should be made faster. 

▪ Officials from the bank must examine if all components of the lending principles have 

been followed, as well as whether other areas which including credit standards, 

accountability, loan prepayment, recoveries, security, as well as other necessary sectors 

have been addressed. 

▪ an effective investment restoration department should really be developed to deal 

effectively with accounts that have had lengthy investments deterioration. 

▪ A unit incentive scheme to boost investment recovery may also be implemented. 

▪ IBBL's SME investment has expanded at a rapid rate during the last five years. The bank 

should continue to do so to strengthen their reputation and to be seen as a model for 

contributing to the SME sector in Bangladesh and inspire others. 

▪ Interested clients for investment should be assessed more carefully and perfectly in order 

to reduce the categorized investment. 

▪ IBBL, being the bank with the highest credit rating, complies with all of Bangladesh 

Bank's CRM standards and strictly maintain a good investment risk management. 

▪ The bank should always be conscious of and quick to adapt instantly to rival companies' 

behavior along with changing economic circumstances, bring new innovative portfolio 

goods and services, use developed changing technology means to be faster and error-free, 

and regularly organize different investment risk linked training and workshops for 

employees. 
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3.7 APPENDIX 
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Fig: IBBL Graphs 
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Table: 5-year ratios of 3 conventional banks 
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Fig: avg ratio graphs 
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